
Mushroom Power Supreme
 

Mushroom Power Supreme powder

  

 100 Grams, 1/2 pound, 1 Pound sizes. A powerful, full-spectrum, certified organic nine

mushroom blend for supporting your immune system and well-being. Mushroom species are

organically grown and cultured separately and together for maximum potency. Now with Lion's

Mane added! Note: 100 gram size comes in a plastic jar. 1/2 LB and 1 LB sizes are shipped in

plastic, sealed bags. Also available as capsules.

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $29.00

Discount 
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Immune Support

Read the full Mushroom Power Supreme profile
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Mushroom Power Supreme
 

Instructions: 1/2—1 tsp per day or as needed.

Very few people are aware of how truly powerful mushrooms and mycelium are for the human
body, its immune health and the overall health of the planet. Mushrooms are essentially the
reproductive organs/flowers of mycelium, which is a significantly larger underground organism
that effectively nourishes all of the world’s soils and natural ecosystems. Without mycelium, life
on earth as we currently know it would not be possible, as mycelium keeps biological terrains
healthy. As you may imagine, certain types of mushrooms have the same effect on the human
body and are quickly being recognized as some of the most powerful immune system boosters
that are naturally available to man.

Consumed internally, the mushrooms present in our Mushroom Power Supreme formula have
been found to increase the killer T-cell count, increase white blood cell count, purify the blood,
and boost overall immune system vitality. They are antiviral, anti-fungal, and anti-microbial.
Additionally, our formula’s ingredients help with everything from stress relief, allergic
responses, proper modulation of blood pressure, hypertension, blood sugar, diabetes, and the
body’s oxygen utilization. They offer circulatory support which helps with memory, and they
have antioxidant and detoxifying properties. Liver and kidney studies show their ability to correct
toxic overload in the body and support the endocrine system.

So what makes our Mushroom Power Supreme formula different from anything else on the
market? Most mushroom cultures are only taken during one stage of the mushroom’s lifespan
(typically when fully grown) and only cover one variety of that particular species. We have taken
from 9 species the cultures from multiple stages in the fungal development process from the
mycelium to the primordia, to various phases in its growth phase. The mushrooms are
organically grown on an organic sorghum medium in the U.S.A. We also use multiple varieties
of each species of mushroom, so we cover the full spectrum of possible positive benefits in the
formula. The total and synergistic combination of all these different phases and sub-species
boosts the power of this formula exponentially, significantly elevating its effectiveness and
therapeutic benefit. 

The resulting combination is significantly stronger than any other mushroom-based immune
formula that we have researched. Our combination of Cordyceps Sinensis, Reishi, Agaricus
Blazei, Maitake, Shiitake, Turkey Tail, Chaga, Lion's Mane, and Immune Assist is
extremely potent and represents the cutting edge of mushroom extraction technology.

SUGGESTED RETAIL = $32
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